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Canson, Strathmore Sketch Books - Mix media and Watercolor 

5 1/2" x 8 1/2" and 8" x 11"

#2 pencil, small sharpener, eraser

Assorted sets of school-grade-colored markers from Dollar stores

Assorted fine line-colored marker sets

Sharpie pens, black - Fine and Ultra fine

Watercolor travel sets - Cotman and Koi brands

Vivia Color Sheets of dry pigment

Pentel Aquash Water brush - set of four sizes

~~

For step-by-step instructions on working from your car:

How to Do Watercolor from Inside a Car (with Pictures) –

WikiHow by Virginia Kelley 

https://www.wikihow.com/Do-Watercolor-from-Inside-a-Car
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Introduction

Twenty years ago, the sudden onset of arthritis 

forced a dramatic change in my mobility. Instead of 

joining my husband walking, I waited in our Camry 

sedan. It wasn’t long before I saw this quiet time a 

perfect opportunity to be productive, so I began 

drawing in my sketchbook. We had been avidly walking 

local malls, so parking lots were what I saw before 

me until I discovered the passenger side vanity 

mirror. I contorted my face according to the mood of 

the moment and drew what I saw. I became 

familiar drawing a face and began to accumulate 

many self-portraits. 

Life went on and I participated in watercolor 

workshops and teaching classes. Painting outdoors 

continued but was limited to what I saw beyond the 

windshield. 

Numerous surgeries gave me back my mobility, but 

the seed had taken root and I was hooked on doing 

art from inside my car. Living in a climate where 

winter is harsh and cold weather the norm three-

quarters of the year, this enclosed space became my 

comfy studio away from home. With the COVID-19 

pandemic beginning in the 2020’s, proximity to 

others was severely restricted. Creating art from my 

car escalated and became a daily habit and a 

distraction. The uncertainty and horror of the 

moment was almost unthinkable, so art became the 

last straw I grasped. 

In this book I share some of the work done on this 

sedentary journey. I’ve given each piece a title and 

ask the questions based on that sketch. The blank 

space on each page is for you to add your own 

thoughts and do your own sketches.



Nothing is impossible if the need is strong. I never intended to 

make the cabin of a car an art studio but ironically, I came full 

circle and found myself where I’d been years earlier, in the 

passenger seat with a sketchbook close at hand.

If you have children and are trapped in the car with them for 

long periods of time this interactive book might be the answer 

to a prayer. Just purchase a blank book *, pencil with an eraser, 

a set of dollar store markers and have them read and follow 

along on their mobile devices. They can go to work and be amused 

for hours.

* For extra fun, join the AFTC Sketcher’s Club 

and purchase the official 

Art from the Car Sketchbook and Journal at 

https://www.bobbin-olive.com/



To my son Jeremy Slater, a steadfast and staunch supporter of my art 

efforts.  I can only hope that some of them have influenced his 

work as a Brooklyn, New York artist. 

Dedication





Chapter 1. 

The World Beyond My Car Window 

Mobility was only reduced, never eliminated because sketching from 

inside the car became a way to continue painting outside at the site of 

my subject.  Maneuvering uneven terrain with my art supplies with 

achy (and later post-operative knees) became a non-issue with the

car as my mobile studio. 



Lazy Summer Day 

A peaceful scene comes alive if only viewed from inside the car.

List types of hats and draw a pretty one. 



River View 

Two folks chat in the shelter of an old tree.

List spots you go to chat with a friend.



Thumbnails Sketches

Like snapshots, small drawings explore the scenery.

Do a small sketch of what you see right now. 



Spring Tree Bursting into Leaf

What are the first signs of spring you see?

Draw various shaped leaves



Distant Pier 

What are the people saying to one another?

Sketch a cluster or row of flowers.

Add a nest, a bird, shrub, or a tree in spring. 



Historic Factory 

Do you have buildings of significance in your community?

List a few names and why they are important. 



Grand Mansion 

Tell about a summer dwelling.

List things you do living at a summer house. 



A Wide Vista 

This kitty has found a perfect place to view the world.

Do you have such a place?

List words to do with a farm



Dogs Seen in Passing 

Do you ever thank lucky stars for dogs? 

Write your favorite breeds, sketch a dog. 



Glimpses of our Four- Legged Friends

How many variations on the theme of dog can you think of? 

Write and draw dogs you have owned.

Write and tell about cats you’ve known or owned.



Quick Moving Dogs

What best describes your association with dogs?  Draw a dog straining at the 

leash…look in this book for ideas if you need to. 



Dogs Seen in Passing 

Do you see dogs as you go about your day? 

Draw a dog. Tell how a one surprised you or made you laugh.

If you are a cat lover, write about your cat or cats.



Casual Chat

What might you think about and discuss at an art outing or picnic?

List supplies you need and make small sketches 

of some of them. 



Measuring Distance

Drawing outside you can make use of what you have to define space and distance.

Write activities you might do at a picnic. 

Draw your thumb.



Two Approaches to Sketching 

Minimalistic and sketchy lines are two ways to do quick sketches.

Draw two types of lines quickly and boldly as directed above 

and sketch as below.



Canal Impressions 

Red will always get your attention.

Tell how you used red for that purpose in apparel or artwork.



Tumbling Water 

Waterfalls are a challenge in getting them believable.

Where can you find waterfalls in or around your community? 



City View with Rainbow 

City View with Rainbow – A cityscape is a collection of geometric shapes.

The rainbow and its reflection softens the composition.

Draw the colors of the rainbow from this acronym: ROYGBIV.





Chapter 2.

From the Vanity Mirror

It’s irresistible, that mirror so close and easily 

accessible by just pulling it down.  On days when walking 

was impossible, I waited in the car for my husband to 

do our usual route.  Sketching self-portraits are a time-

honored theme so I began a long and enjoyable series of 

my face. Egocentric, perhaps but I thought of it as 

making good use of what I had in front of me and 

seeing what  was possible.



Resigned/Long-Suffering

Define patience.

Write phrases about it and tell how you best exemplify it. 



Sniffles

Summer allergies can make life miserable.

What annoys or irritates you in summer and draw a mosquito 

or another creepy crawler.

.



Ennui /Boredom

How do you handle boredom? 

Write down what causes it, how to avoid it. 

.



Delicious

What is your choice of beverage in the AM? 

Write names and/or draw a selection of beverages commonly used 

to start the day.



Pleasant Face

What is this lady thinking? 

Write what is on your mind at this minute. 



Smiley Faces 

What besides the mouth indicates a person is smiling? 

Draw smiling mouths. 



Feeling Colorful 

How do you express happiness? 

What do various colors represent to you? 



Halloween is Fun 

Do you dress for the holidays?

List some favorite special days. Draw symbols that represent them i.e.: 

Thanksgiving = turkey on a platter. 



A Million Miles Away 

Do you ever get lost in thought?

List things that are ongoing concerns.



Sincere and Caring 

Who do you most care for? 

Write down people who are important to you. 



Amused

What makes you smile? 

List things that make you laugh out loud. 



Deep Thoughts 

What are your innermost concerns? 

Write how you might solve a situation that troubles you. 



Bad Case if the Uglies 

Do you get moments when you feel like hiding in your room? 

Tell how you get past a bad mood. 



Being Strong 

Are the times when you must be stronger than you feel? 

Tell how you do it. 



Random Thoughts 

What is on your mind right now? 

Write a lot of things running through your head. 



Hiding Behind Sunglasses 

Do you ever hide from others? 

Tell how you accomplish it. 



Facing Something Scary 

How do you get through scary times? 

Events can at one time or another plague us all, so tell your ways to cope. 



Signs of the Time 

Do commercial messages ever get inside your head? 

Write some and tell how you get them out. 

List songs that stick in your head. 



Determined

Have you ever had a bad haircut? 

Draw some hairstyles you’ve sported. 



Clowning Around 

Up-close and personal can be a shock, give it a try.

Do a little sketch. 



Inner Dialogue 

Do your thoughts ever plague you? 

Write some classic ones. 



Do you ever see yourself as scary? 

Jolly yourself out of it with a sketch. 



At the Lowest Point

How do you handle devastating events? 

Write about it. 



Thinking About the Future

Do you contemplate being attacked by terrestrial 

Beings  or cooties? 

Tell how you calm yourself. 



Maintenance

Do you feel that the cure is worse than the malady? 

Tell about a time when you felt overwhelmed by your body. They say dental 

implants are your third set of teeth. Caution: Brush and floss, and 

don’t eat a lot of sweets. 



Black Eyes 

Have you had surgery? 

Write the times down you’ve had stitches. Draw stitches. 



After Back Surgery 

Have you been hospitalized? 

Tell how wonderful it felt to get a shower and shampoo. 



Caught in Bad Light 

Do you sometimes catch your reflection and wonder who that person is? How to 

you deal with times when you are feeling less  than dazzling?

Write ways to bring up your mood.

Draw the things that help make you look nicer.

. 



Half and Half 

What if you could draw? 

Cut a picture in half, glue it down in the space below and 

finish the image by drawing it. 



Sincere and All Ears 

Do people use you as a sounding board? 

Write good basic words of advice.



Class Reunion Preparation 

Have you been to a reunion of any sort?

How did you get ready for it? Ever had your teeth whitened? Draw some 

necessities.



Constructive Thoughts — or Not 

Do you ever write down your thoughts? 

Tell why you do or don’t. 



Holiday Cheer 

How do you feel about the holidays? 

Write your favorite things about a year’s end holiday. 



Chapter 3.

Avoiding a World-wide Pandemic

By the spring of 2020, the Covid19 novel virus had entered New 

York City and by the end of that month the disease was overwhelming 

the health care system and its workers and claiming upwards of 

thousands of lives a day.  A quarantine was put into practice virtually 

shutting down life as we knew it.

To get fresh air and break the monotony, my husband and I began 

making short auto trips each day, leaving the car only for groceries and 

prescriptions.  I took my sketchbook and completed at least one page 

per outing.  Soon sketching became the goal and made the trips 

meaningful.

At first, I used markers and other dry material to color the pages, 

but soon added watercolor from a compact travel set.  This made for 

some careful maneuvering in the limited space of the passenger side of 

the car.  Some days finding the right thing to paint, getting a decent 

angle, and avoiding blinding sunlight were challenges.  This daily output 

took the edge off a difficult and sad time while weeks dissolved into 

months.  

By chance I discovered a new medium; dry sheets of pigmented 

paper in the form of a small, flip book. I'd never used them.  Ditto a 

water brush, a plastic tube you fill with water and paint with the 

brush at the end of it.  At the

start, those rich, dye-based colors signaled "Eureka."   Venturing out 

to only within a radius of a few miles from home, I painted nature 

scenes.  Needing new challenges, I started painting what I saw in 

parking lots (I'd never attempted to paint a car) and very familiar 

store facades.  Of course, nature was my subject again and again.

Social distancing and limited contact with others grew stricter into 

the New Year 2021.  Vaccines were invented in record time and brought 

hope that normalcy night one day return. The artwork in this chapter 

represents how one person used fear, insecurity, and monotony to create 

art from the confines of the family car.





Visits to the Dog Park

What better way to forget your troubles than 

watching dogs? Uninhibited, at one with nature and 

lovers of life, dogs will always make you smile.



Dog Park Closed 

Who is more disappointed you or the dog?

List reasons why the park might be closed. 



Dog Park Paradise

What a scene when many converge on the dog park at once.

How many breeds can you name?  Write them here. 



The Bridge to Contentment

A lost glove seems to point the way, not that a dog needs help 

finding the entrance to paradise. 

What items and pets have you lost? 



Tall Spotted Dog 

Dogs, like people come in all shapes and sizes. Some look painted, others 

have neat patterns of spots.

Draw some dog collars and/or tags. 



Footprints in the Snow

Thousands of indentations are eager dogs making their way to the park and fun.

What do you hasten to do for fun? 



Do You Come Here Often? 

Dogs pause while dog moms chat. 

What do you think they are discussing? 



Snow, the Perfect Backdrop 

Unless you’re a white dog. If you are a white dog, snow can make you almost 

invisible.  How many can you count?

What size dog do you prefer? 



Walking the Dog

Who enjoys it more the dog or its handler? Most create 

a routine and both look forward to the moment when the 

leash comes out and the open road beckons. Remembering 

that the artist is always in charge and knowing how 

much dogs love to run free, I often gave the dogs the 

freedom to meander without leashes. 



Black Dogs Unite 

Rocks near the path provide interest. 

Draw rocks: smooth, round, lumpy, misshapen, flat, etc.



Fancy Meeting You Here 

Let’s form a pack. 

Do you belong to any groups or associations? List them and tell about them here. 



Snowy Days Along the Path

Fresh air puts a spring in the step

Write words associated with a snowy walk. 



Lady in Red 

What does your eye seek first? 

List some favorite red things.



The Nose Knows

Dogs decipher their environment through smell.

Write why you should give your dog ample time to sniff things.



Quick Hello

Let’s be friends seems to be the running commentary when dogs accidentally 

encounter one another.

Devise and write some cute dog names.



Meeting and Greeting

At a park the trees go on seemingly forever. 

How to show this concept?  Tell by looking at the sketch. 



How’s the Water? 

To swim or just look at the water? 

Write how much dogs like water.



Checking Out Pale Pumpkins 

A quick stop off the path can bring surprises. 

Draw a pumpkin. 



Above the Erie Canal

What a good place for stretching legs. 

Write favorite spots to walk. 



Water and a Footbridge 

Cool vs warm colors are always a good bet. 

How does this picture make you feel? . 



Massive Old Tree and Ducks 

Summer shade and shelter from old trees makes us thankful.

Draw a duck. 



Peaceful Summer Scene 

Water is so welcome when days are hot and the sun beats down.

What things remind you of days like this? 



Weasel Sighting 

A group of these wild creatures is called a boogle. 

Write what other names groups of creatures have. Hint- Gaggle of geese, flock 

of birds, litter of baby kittens, etc. 



A Lone Heron 

Why does spotting a creature of the wild thrill us so? 

Name birds you have seen. 



Community Effort

What group projects have you spotted around town?

List them here and tell what you’d like to see happen. 



As Seen from Across the Water 

Homes, dogs, people are within view. 

Draw a rectangle, as in the sketch, to make it a house. 



Nature, Parking Lots, & Signs of 

the Times

Until the COVID-19 pandemic swept over the scene, I only knew 

parking lots as places to temporarily deposit the car on the way to 

bigger and brighter horizons, the stores. One day in March 2020 

the rule came down from our Governor to help staunch the spread 

by staying home and halting all interactions with people. Yikes! What 

a harsh concept for a known gad-about and lover of stores with 

their colorful, fun things to see and buy. 

My husband and I figured our car, an enclosed capsule, was fair 

game so we took little drives almost each day to break the 

monotony, get some fresh air and still follow the distancing dictum. 

I owned numerous, almost pristine sets of colored pens, pencils, 

markers and travel watercolor sets, so within hours of our first 

trip into the tainted world roiling with the “bug,” I started looking 

to nature. Each morning as I awoke, it took a minute to remember 

the horrors that had overtaken the world but, as I raised the 

shades, I saw that like clockwork the sun kept coming up on cue 

and as it was springtime, the world didn’t LOOK terribly scary or 

sick. If anything, new plants and flowers poking through the earth 

gave me hope that life would one day continue without the awful 

onus of living during a plague. If you sense desperation and haste in 

the sketches it is because they were fueled by the wish to hurry 

and capture beauty in whatever way it still existed.



Summer in Full Swing

The dark shadow under the tree speaks of bright sun directly overhead.

Shadows: what do they mean to you?



Railroad Bridge 

Do you know of any such bridges?

Write about them here.



Gaggle of Geese 

Summer fun for the geese. 

Did you ever swim with a group? Tell about it.



View across the Water 

How is distance indicated here? 

Write what you can see in the distance right now.



Twisty Old Trees

Like old men, trees have stories to tell if you stop, look, and listen.

Sketch an old tree and write how you know it is old.



Kayakers Take to the Water 

Do you enjoy paddling? 

Draw your mode of travel on the water. 



Let it Rain 

The other side of the coin from sunshine is rain. 

Draw some rain and umbrellas.



On the Wing

Do you enjoy water birds?

Draw a gull or other bird. Draw one flying. 



Threatening Sky 

Clouds are fascinating to watch. 

Draw a rain cloud. 



Morning Shadows 

The sun is rising and casting deep shadows.

Draw a tree and the shadow it is throwing. 



Windy Day 

Diagonals seem to indicate movement of the water and trees.

Write some wind words. 



Moms and Tots 

Big and little, old and young. 

Add and draw some opposites here. 



Staring Contest 

Life in the summer is rich and lively.

Name things you look forward to doing in good weather. 



Garden Potential 

Do you set out new plants in late spring?.

Draw some fragile, baby flower or vegetable plants.



Snow is Starting 

How does falling snow make you feel? 

Tell some things you do to prepare for it.

Sketch a jacket for cold weather.



First Holiday Decorations

Despite lacking patrons due to the pandemic, many businesses 

continued to decorate for the year-end holidays.

What are your favorite decorations?



Distant, Parking Lot View

What types of stores are nearby in your neighborhood?

List the names of some of them. 



Imaginary Colors 

It isn’t necessary to stay true to life in art.

Knowing this takes the fear out of almost any subject.

What things would you be afraid of tackling in an art piece?



A Grid of Yellow Lines 

Lines painted on the pavement make a nice pattern.

Look around you and list patterns you see. 



Stopping for Coffee and the Newspaper

Daily habits can be documented in a sketch. 

What drinks do you enjoy to start your day? 



Abandoned Park 

In the off-season parks have an entirely different feel to them.

Write what is missing in the off-season. 



Passing the Time 

A sketchbook is sometimes the answer to time spent waiting. 

List times and occasions, you are required to wait. 



White Truck 

Scanning a scene, what catches your eye first? 

What do you see this moment that attracts you and why?



Memories of a Typical Morning 

A favorite spot for coffee and a bagel is memorialized in a sketch.

Where do you normally enjoy going for a quick drink and snack? 



Such Potential for Fun 

Paying tribute to fun is always a good thing.

What have you bought at such stores? Which occasions were worthy of a stop at 

a party supply store?



The Message is Clear 

Despite being on the wrong side to read it, the greeting still rings 

its message loud and clear. 

What are some things you say to others at the holidays?



Suggestion of a Car 

Few lines and shapes can denote an object. 

Draw a car or other vehicle using the fewest marks possible. 



Stirred Up Sky 

Skies are always changing. 

Draw some rain or snow clouds. 



A Favorite Store 

What places feel like home to you? 

Write their names in bold letters. 



.

Festive Farm Market

What ways do markets lure customers? 

Draw a snowman.



Grouping Plants and Shrubs 

The most ordinary of greenery takes on greater significance when 

isolated and colored distinctly.

Draw a shrub.



Loosely Drawn Scene 

Both linework and application of color can indicate a  casual, looser style. 

Which do you prefer casual and loose or more carefully 

drawn and why? 



Colors Are Personal 

How you depict things is very individual so there is no reason to stick 

with reality. Roads can be red if you want them to be. 

Draw a series of pine trees.

What other things are triangular in shape?



Electric Lines and Wires.

Lines from poles can become a great design element.  Look around you and isolate 

the electric structure of lines and look hard at them. 

Draw a series of telephone poles and connect them with wires. 



Joy Through Art 

Show your happiness through drawing, writing or both. Each scene you see before 

you is guaranteed to change so get it down while you can.

Draw a decorated tree.
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